Abstract. The MPI-2 standard defines functions for Remote Memory Access (RMA) by allowing one process to specify all communication parameters both for the sending and the receiving side, which is also referred to as one-sided communication. Having experienced parallel programming as a complex and error-prone task, we have developed the MPI correctness checking tool MARMOT covering the MPI-1.2 standard and are now aiming at extending it to support application developers also for the more frequently used parts of MPI-2 such as one-sided communication. In this paper we describe our tool, which is designed to check the correct usage of the MPI API automatically at run-time, and we also analyse to what extent it is possible to do so for RMA.
Introduction
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a widely used standard for writing parallel programs in a convenient and efficient manner. Version 2 of the MPI standard [19] extends the functionality of the MPI-1.2 standard [18] significantly, adding about 200 functions to the already previously defined 129 functions. Several vendors offer implementations of MPI-2 and there are already open source implementations such as mpich2 or Open MPI [7, 9, 16] , which cover at least some of the new features or even the full MPI-2 standard.
In order to facilitate the development of applications with dynamically changing data access patterns where the data distribution is fixed or slowly changing, the MPI-2 standard introduces the concept of the so-called one-sided communication for Remote Memory Access (RMA). Allowing one process to specify all the communication parameters for both the sender and the receiver avoids the need for global computations or explicit polling for potential communication requests. Thus, one process can access data in another process's own memory without the latter one knowing which data needs to be accessed or updated by which remote process.
Due to the complexity of parallel programming, in general, and the difficult semantics of one-sided communication, in particular, there is a demand for analysis and debugging tools to help users develop correct and portable MPI applications.
1. The freely available debugger gdb [3] , which is also used with its graphical front-end ddd [1] , has currently no support for MPI, but it can be attached to one or several, possibly already running MPI processes. The same can be done with special memory-checking debuggers like valgrind [5] . More convenient are parallel debuggers, such as the well-known commercial debuggers Totalview [4] or DDT [2] . 2. The second approach is to provide a special debug version of the MPI library (e.g. mpich or NEC-MPI). This version is not only used to catch internal errors in the MPI library, but also to detect some incorrect usage of MPI by the user, e.g. a type mismatch of sending and receiving messages or mismatched collective operations [6, 20] . 3. Another possibility is to develop tools dedicated to finding problems within MPI applications at runtime, examples of which are the introduction of irreproducibility, deadlocks, incorrect management of resources such as communicators, groups, datatypes etc. or the use of non-portable constructs. At present, three different message-checking tools are under more or less active development: MPI-CHECK [17] , Umpire [21] and MARMOT [11] [12] [13] [14] . MPI-CHECK is currently restricted to Fortran code and performs argument type checking or finds problems such as deadlocks [17] . Like MARMOT, Umpire [21] uses the PMPI profiling interface. 4. The fourth approach is to perform a post-mortem analysis by collecting all information on MPI calls in a trace file. After program execution, this trace file is analysed by a separate tool or compared with the results from previous runs [15] . An example of this is the Intel Message Checker (IMC) [10] .
Description of MARMOT
MARMOT is a library that uses the so-called PMPI profiling interface to intercept MPI calls and analyse them during runtime. It just has to be linked to the application in addition to the underlying MPI implementation, without any modification of the application's source code nor of the MPI library. MARMOT supports the complete MPI-1.2 standard. Not all possible tests (such as consistency checks) are implemented yet as the development of our tool is still ongoing. MARMOT's output is a human-readable log file indicating errors and warnings, a graphical viewer is in progress. The tool can be used with any standard-conforming MPI implementation. MARMOT is tested on different Linux platforms, using different compilers and different MPI implementations (mpich, LAM/MPI, vendor MPIs, etc.). Functionality and performance tests are performed with test suites, microbenchmarks and real applications [11, 14] .
The following errors occur most frequently in MPI programming. Some of these errors may be tolerated by specific MPI implementations or by specific platforms. MARMOT tries to catch as many of them as possible: has implemented its own book-keeping of the MPI resources (communicators, groups, datatypes, etc.). This is necessary for verifying the proper construction, usage and destruction of these MPI resources as they are "opaque" objects and therefore implementation-dependent. The MPI-2 standard introduces new opaque objects such as info objects MPI Info or window handles MPI Win to be used in the one-sided communication calls. New objects can be implemented in the same way as the MPI-1.2 objects. -Memory and other resource exhaustion: Non-blocking calls such as MPI Isend etc. can complete without issuing a matching test or wait call. However, the number of available request handles is limited (and implementation defined). Therefore requests should always be freed, as should allocated communicators, datatypes, etc. MARMOT gives a warning when a request is reused, and also when there are active or non-freed requests left at the MPI Finalize.
Another issue is reusing memory that is still in use, for example by reading/writing from/into a buffer by an unfinished send/receive operation. This type of error can also occur when using one-sided communication. MAR-MOT does currently not perform any checks whether a buffer can be reused safely because the transmission of data has completed. This kind of check is a subtle task that requires some insight into an MPI implementation. -Portability: The MPI standard leaves many decisions to the implementors, for example how to implement opaque objects and handles to these objects, whether to implement collective calls as synchronising calls, whether to make the implementation thread-safe or not, whether RMA functions are blocking or not, etc. Relying on such non-portable constructs may resolve in deadlocks or other errors when using a different MPI implementation.
Version 2 of MPI [19] provides a high-level interface to Remote Memory Access (RMA) that achieves two effects: communication of data from sender to receiver and synchronisation of sender with receiver. The first one is provided by the MPI Put, MPI Get and MPI Accumulate functions for remote write, read and update, resp. (see 5.2). The second one is achieved through a number of synchronisation calls distinguishing between active and passive target communication (see 5. 3) For the RMA mechanism, the MPI-2 standard introduces a new kind of opaque object: MPI Win, a handle to a window in a process's existing memory that is made accessible to remote processes. Therefore, a third category of RMA calls is needed for the construction and destruction of these objects (see 5.1).
In total, Chapter 6 on One-Sided Communication in the MPI-2 standard document lists 14 calls. However, there are also some calls hidden in other chapters of the standard that are relevant to RMA and have to be implemented in our tool to fully cover the functionality for one-sided communication, mainly error handlers for windows, attribute caching functions (see 5.4) and memory allocating calls, which finally results in about 30 functions to be implemented (see Table 1 and Table 2 ).
Possible Checks
In the following section, we consider the possible checks for the RMA functions in more detail (for a concise overview see also Table 1 and Table 2 ).
Initialisation
A process may specify a window of existing memory that is exposed to remote memory accesses from the other processes within the intracommunicator group. Windows consist of a number of bytes, starting at a base address, and are constructed using the MPI Win create and MPI Win free functions. Both these calls are collective and must therefore be called on all processes in our communicator to avoid deadlocks. Every process may specify a completely different target window concerning its location, size, displacement unit and info arguments. The same area in memory may also be associated with different windows. The attributes cached with a window can be retrieved with the MPI Win get attr and MPI Win get group functions (see 5.4). It is the user's responsability to ensure that the target window fits the specifications of the remote accesses and that there are no concurrent communications to distinct, overlapping windows.
We check the parameters of MPI Win create and MPI Win free for correctness, e.g. that, in the former call, the window size is a nonnegative integer, that the displacement unit size is a positive integer, that the info argument or the communicator are valid and, in the latter call, that the window argument is valid. Users may improve the performance of windows by using MPI Alloc mem and MPI Free mem for allocating and freeing memory, esp. on shared-memory systems [8] . For the alloc call, we can verify that the size of memory is a nonnegative integer and that the info argument is valid.
Communication
Three different RMA calls are supported: MPI Get, MPI Put and MPI Accumulate take a reference to a window and a rank to address the target process for remote read, write and update. By origin we denote the process that performs the call, and by target we denote the process in which the memory is accessed. Target and origin may be identical. The get, put and accumulate calls are similar to the execution of a send by the target and receive by the origin process and vice versa, combining the data from sender and receiver in the case of an accumulate call. These three calls are non-blocking and complete both at the origin and at the target when a synchronisation call is issued on the involved window (see 5.3) .
For all these calls we can check whether the window, the origin count or datatype and the target rank, displacement, count or datatype are valid. Additional requirements have to be fulfilled by the datatype arguments: For the put function, the target datatype may not specify overlapping entries in the target buffer, and the message must fit in the target buffer, which must fit in the target window. For the get function, the origin datatype may not specify overlapping entries in the origin buffer, and the message must fit in the origin buffer, the target buffer must be contained in the target window. For the accumulate call, each datatype argument must be a predefined datatype or a derived datatype, where all basic components are of the same predefined datatype. Both origin and target datatype must be derived from the same predefined datatype, and the target datatype must not specify overlapping entries. The target buffer must fit in the target window. For the get, put and accumulate calls, the target datatype must not contain absolute addresses, only relative displacements.
The MPI Accumulate call takes an additional operator handle argument to specify the kind of update that is performed on the data: we verify that it is one of the predefined operations for MPI Reduce or the newly defined MPI REPLACE operation. On the other hand, the MPI-2 standard is unclear on whether MPI -REPLACE is a valid reduction operator for MPI-1 functions such as MPI REDUCE (and friends). Therefore we also implement a warning whether this operator is used in an MPI call other than MPI Accumulate.
We also verify that the communication calls only occur within an access epoch for the window involved, i.e. within an epoch that is started and ended by synchronisation calls on the window. Distinct access epochs for a window at the same process must be disjoint whereas epochs pertaining to different windows may overlap.
It is erroneous to have conflicting accesses to the same memory location in a window, e.g. by concurrent RMA communication or local operations, with only one exception: Several concurrent accumulate operations may update the same location in memory, the outcome being as if the accumulate calls had appeared in some serial order.
Synchronisation
RMA communication can be synchronised using two modes:
-active target communication, where both the origin and the target process are explicitly involved in the communication, i.e. the target process participates in the synchronisation (thus not having truly one-sided communication anymore). In active target communication, a target window can only be accessed within an exposure epoch, i.e. an epoch that is started and completed by the target process. Access epochs on the origin side and exposure epochs on the target side match one-to-one. Distinct exposure epochs for the same window at a process must be disjoint but such an exposure epoch may overlap with exposure epochs on other windows or with access epochs for the same or other windows.
-passive target communication, where only the origin process is explicitly involved in the communication, i.e. the target process does not execute a synchronisation call and there is no concept of an exposure epoch. For passive target communication, pairs of MPI Win lock and MPI Win unlock provide shared or exclusive access to the target window. It is erroneous to have a window locked and exposed at the same time. We can also verify whether a window is attempted to being locked although the no locks info argument was provided at its creation time.
The assert argument in the post, start, fence and lock calls may be used for performance optimisation. It is erroneous to provide incorrect assert values (see Table 3 ). Implementations are, however, free to ignore the assert argument. We also check, where applicable, whether the other arguments passed to the synchronisation calls, such as window, group, rank, lock type, are valid. Table 2 shows an overview of the error handling and attribute caching calls. There is not much potential for possible errors in these calls. We can verify the correctness of arguments such as the window, keyval, errorhandler, etc. MPI Win start MPI MODE NOCHECK must be specified in start if and only if specified in each matching post MPI Win post MPI MODE NOCHECK, MPI MODE NOSTORE, MPI MODE NOPUT NOCHECK must be specified in post if and only if specified in each matching start MPI Win fence MPI MODE NOSTORE, MPI MODE NOPUT, MPI MODE NOPRECEDE, MPI MODE NOSUCCEED if NOPRECEDE or NOSUCCEED are specified on one process it must be specified on all processes in the group MPI Win lock MPI MODE NOCHECK Table 3 . Legal assert values for synchronisation calls.
Error handling and Attribute caching

Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented the MARMOT tool, which analyses the behaviour of an MPI application during runtime and checks for errors frequently made in the use of the MPI API. We have unravelled some of the key features of the MPI RMA interface and have analysed it with regard to potential errors that can be made by application developers. In most cases these errors can be detected by tools such as MARMOT following the approach taken for MPI-1. Since there is currently no real application using RMA available to us our experience with the tool is limited to simple test cases. The lack of applications is, on one hand, probably due to the fact that the semantics of the RMA API are not easy to understand, and, on the other hand, that the performance of this new functionality may not be satisfying yet.
Future work on MARMOT includes an extension of its functionality to cover the complete MPI-2 standard and to support hybrid applications written in OpenMP and MPI. Another goal is to improve the performance and scalabality of the tool, especially for communication-intensive applications.
